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Cleveland has great assetsCleveland has great assets

Health care systemHealth care system
Educational institutionsEducational institutions
Arts & cultureArts & culture
Manufacturing baseManufacturing base
Trained workforceTrained workforce
Low cost of livingLow cost of living
Inexpensive housingInexpensive housing
3 major league sports teams 3 major league sports teams 
downtowndowntown
……just to name a fewjust to name a few
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Cleveland is wellCleveland is well--positionedpositioned

Strategic location Strategic location 
on the Great Lakeson the Great Lakes

Halfway between Halfway between 
New York and New York and 
ChicagoChicago
Almost 200 million Almost 200 million 
consumers within consumers within 
500 miles of 500 miles of 
ClevelandCleveland
Good Good 
transportation transportation 
systems create a systems create a 
lifeline to lifeline to 
commercecommerce
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Investing in ClevelandInvesting in Cleveland
Cleveland Clinic:  $848 million in capital Cleveland Clinic:  $848 million in capital 
investments in 2010investments in 2010
University Hospitals: $1.2 billion expansionUniversity Hospitals: $1.2 billion expansion
$44 million Uptown Development Initiative$44 million Uptown Development Initiative
Expansion of Cleveland State University Expansion of Cleveland State University 
and Playhouse Squareand Playhouse Square
Historic tax credits for projects along the Historic tax credits for projects along the 
Euclid CorridorEuclid Corridor
Medical Mart and Convention CenterMedical Mart and Convention Center
CasinoCasino
The Flats East BankThe Flats East Bank
Neighborhoods: parks, recreation centers, Neighborhoods: parks, recreation centers, 
streetscapes and road workstreetscapes and road work
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Investing in ClevelandInvesting in Cleveland

Major development over the last two Major development over the last two 
decades have helped to better decades have helped to better 
position Clevelandposition Cleveland

GatewayGateway
The Browns StadiumThe Browns Stadium
The Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and The Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and 
MuseumMuseum
The Great Lakes Science CenterThe Great Lakes Science Center
Downtown and neighborhood housingDowntown and neighborhood housing
Euclid CorridorEuclid Corridor
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Investment is not enoughInvestment is not enough

While the current investments While the current investments 
and past projects help and past projects help 
ClevelandCleveland’’s economy:s economy:

Cleveland is still facing population Cleveland is still facing population 
loss and general economic declineloss and general economic decline
And Cleveland has not improved And Cleveland has not improved 
academic achievement and academic achievement and 
graduation rates.graduation rates.
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ClevelandCleveland’’s futures future

Two things are needed to Two things are needed to 
capitalize on these investments capitalize on these investments 
and reverse Clevelandand reverse Cleveland’’s s 
economic decline:economic decline:

A new business model based on a A new business model based on a 
sustainable economysustainable economy
A transformed educational system A transformed educational system 
that is globally competitivethat is globally competitive
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ClevelandCleveland’’s futures future

A new business model and a A new business model and a 
transformed educational system transformed educational system 
will position Cleveland and the will position Cleveland and the 
region for the future.region for the future.
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Where we are nowWhere we are now

The current recession has taken The current recession has taken 
a toll on the local economya toll on the local economy

Job lossJob loss
Business lossBusiness loss
Municipal financesMunicipal finances
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Job LossJob Loss

Cleveland metropolitan area has Cleveland metropolitan area has 
an unemployment rate of 8.9%.an unemployment rate of 8.9%.11

Cleveland metropolitan area lost Cleveland metropolitan area lost 
12% of its jobs between 412% of its jobs between 4thth quarter quarter 
1999 and 41999 and 4thth quarter 2009.quarter 2009. 2 2 

Cleveland metropolitan area has Cleveland metropolitan area has 
not seen net job growth since the not seen net job growth since the 
first quarter of 1988.first quarter of 1988.22

1.1. Bureau of Labor StatisticsBureau of Labor Statistics
2.2. MetroMonitor: 4th Quarter 2009, Brookings InstitutionMetroMonitor: 4th Quarter 2009, Brookings Institution
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Business DeclineBusiness Decline

Among the nationAmong the nation’’s 100 largest s 100 largest 
metropolitan areas:metropolitan areas:

Cleveland metropolitan area lost Cleveland metropolitan area lost 
3.4% in its gross metropolitan 3.4% in its gross metropolitan 
product (GMP) since 2004.   product (GMP) since 2004.   
Cleveland ranks 85Cleveland ranks 85thth out of the out of the 
top 100 metropolitan areas in the top 100 metropolitan areas in the 
United States in GMP. United States in GMP. 

Source: MetroMonitor: 1Source: MetroMonitor: 1stst Quarter 2010, Brookings InstitutionQuarter 2010, Brookings Institution
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Municipal FinancesMunicipal Finances

2006 2007 2008 2009 *2010

$499 million

$524.7 million

$517 million

$490 million

*$ 506.5 million

*Projected

City of Cleveland RevenueCity of Cleveland Revenue
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Municipal FinancesMunicipal Finances

2006 2007 2008 2009 *2010
*Projected

$512 million

$487 million

$523 million
$524 million

*$ 510.4 million

City of Cleveland ExpendituresCity of Cleveland Expenditures
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Crisis brings opportunityCrisis brings opportunity

Opportunities for change arise in Opportunities for change arise in 
difficult times.difficult times.
We have the ability to make We have the ability to make 
substantive change.substantive change.
The question we must ask:   Do The question we must ask:   Do 
we have the will?we have the will?
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Transforming Transforming 
ClevelandCleveland’’s Futures Future

Our failure to transform the Our failure to transform the 
way we do business way we do business –– in the in the 
public and the private sectors public and the private sectors 
–– will accelerate our decline.will accelerate our decline.
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Transforming Transforming 
ClevelandCleveland’’s Economic Futures Economic Future

Transforming the way we do Transforming the way we do 
business business –– in the public and the in the public and the 
private sectors private sectors –– will create a will create a 
sustainable economysustainable economy

An economy that is less vulnerable to An economy that is less vulnerable to 
the fluctuations of the global economythe fluctuations of the global economy
An economy that attracts investment in An economy that attracts investment in 
the businesses of the futurethe businesses of the future
An economy that creates careers and An economy that creates careers and 
jobsjobs
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Decision PointDecision Point
Cleveland has had the opportunity to Cleveland has had the opportunity to 
transform before.transform before.
Because of our failure to make the Because of our failure to make the 
right decisions in the past, weright decisions in the past, we’’re re 
living with the ramifications todayliving with the ramifications today

Vulnerable to fluctuations in the global Vulnerable to fluctuations in the global 
economyeconomy
The outsourcing of jobs and The outsourcing of jobs and 
investmentsinvestments
Population lossPopulation loss
Loss of businessesLoss of businesses
An economy that lags behind the nation.An economy that lags behind the nation.
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WeWe’’ve been here beforeve been here before
ClevelandCleveland’’s Economic Historys Economic History

Between 1870 and the 1920s, ClevelandBetween 1870 and the 1920s, Cleveland’’s s 
manufacturing foundation was laid: manufacturing foundation was laid: 

SteelSteel
Oil RefineriesOil Refineries
ShipbuildingShipbuilding
LightingLighting
Electrical motorsElectrical motors

The automotive industry was firmly The automotive industry was firmly 
established in Cleveland by the 1930s.established in Cleveland by the 1930s.
Our success was driven by our location Our success was driven by our location 
and transportation infrastructure.and transportation infrastructure.

Source:  The Cleveland Economy: A Case Study of Economic 
Restructuring; Edward W. Hill, 1995
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WeWe’’ve been here beforeve been here before
What made Cleveland uniqueWhat made Cleveland unique

““Cleveland differed from other Cleveland differed from other 
Great Lakes cities in one respect:  Great Lakes cities in one respect:  
many of its manufacturing plants many of its manufacturing plants 
were locally owned; they were not were locally owned; they were not 
branch plants.branch plants.””

Source:  The Cleveland Economy: A Case Study of Economic 
Restructuring; Edward W. Hill, 1995
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WeWe’’ve been here beforeve been here before
Economic ShiftEconomic Shift

The recessions of the midThe recessions of the mid--1970s and the early 1970s and the early 
1980s prompted a shift in Cleveland1980s prompted a shift in Cleveland’’s s 
economy.economy.
Manufacturing Manufacturing –– the foundation of Clevelandthe foundation of Cleveland’’s s 
economy economy –– lost a significant number of jobslost a significant number of jobs
Local companies changed their business Local companies changed their business 
modelsmodels

Headquarters left ClevelandHeadquarters left Cleveland
Factories closed and manufacturing jobs began to be Factories closed and manufacturing jobs began to be 
outsourcedoutsourced
Moved away from durable goods into more stable product Moved away from durable goods into more stable product 
lineslines
ClevelandCleveland’’s manufacturing base became less diversified and s manufacturing base became less diversified and 
more dependent on the automotive industrymore dependent on the automotive industry

Source:  The Cleveland Economy: A Case Study of Economic 
Restructuring; Edward W. Hill, 1995
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WeWe’’ve been here beforeve been here before

The ImpactThe Impact
30.3% of all jobs in the Cleveland area in 30.3% of all jobs in the Cleveland area in 
1979 were in manufacturing1979 were in manufacturing11

By 1993, only 19.9% of Cleveland area jobs By 1993, only 19.9% of Cleveland area jobs 
were in manufacturingwere in manufacturing
2005:  15.9% of jobs were in manufacturing2005:  15.9% of jobs were in manufacturing

Population in ClevelandPopulation in Cleveland22

1980:  573,8221980:  573,822
2000: 478,403 2000: 478,403 
Estimated Today: 431,363Estimated Today: 431,363

Major public and private companies Major public and private companies 
headquartered in the City of Clevelandheadquartered in the City of Cleveland33

1985:  531985:  53
Today:  16Today:  16

1. The Cleveland Economy: A Case Study of Economic Restructuring; 
Edward W. Hill, 1995

2. US Census Bureau
3. Crain’s Cleveland Business Book of Lists 1985 – Top public and 

private companies in Northeast Ohio
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Decisions for the futureDecisions for the future

Focus on where the world is going, Focus on where the world is going, 
not where the world is today.not where the world is today.

Implement selfImplement self--help economic policieshelp economic policies
Adopt a new business model in both the Adopt a new business model in both the 
public and private sectorspublic and private sectors
Build a sustainable economyBuild a sustainable economy
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A SelfA Self--Help EconomyHelp Economy

1.1. Invest in our local economy by Invest in our local economy by 
purchasing goods and services purchasing goods and services 
from local companiesfrom local companies

Supports local businessesSupports local businesses
Retain and grow local employmentRetain and grow local employment

2.2. Only works to a degree because Only works to a degree because 
the current business model still the current business model still 
ships jobs and investment ships jobs and investment 
overseasoverseas
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New Business Model for the New Business Model for the 
Public and Private SectorsPublic and Private Sectors

Use purchasing power to demand Use purchasing power to demand 
better products, technology and better products, technology and 
servicesservices
Use purchasing power to demand Use purchasing power to demand 
vendors to locate facilities locally and vendors to locate facilities locally and 
create jobs locallycreate jobs locally
Attract foreign investmentAttract foreign investment
Create economic hubs for growth Create economic hubs for growth 
and opportunityand opportunity
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What will this get us?What will this get us?
Job creation within our local Job creation within our local 
economyeconomy
New investment in our local New investment in our local 
economyeconomy
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What will we still need?What will we still need?

A sustainable economy:A sustainable economy:
An economy that will grow and last for An economy that will grow and last for 
the long termthe long term
An economy that attracts investment in An economy that attracts investment in 
the businesses of the futurethe businesses of the future
An economy that is less vulnerable to An economy that is less vulnerable to 
the fluctuations of the global economythe fluctuations of the global economy
An economy that creates careers and An economy that creates careers and 
jobsjobs
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Why a sustainable economy?Why a sustainable economy?

•• The Cleveland region has the The Cleveland region has the 
resources necessary to be resources necessary to be 
successful in the growth sectors successful in the growth sectors 
of the future, such as:of the future, such as:
•• Health ServicesHealth Services
•• BiotechnologyBiotechnology
•• CleantechCleantech
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The Great Lakes region has The Great Lakes region has 
significant assets that can jump start significant assets that can jump start 
the nationthe nation’’s new economys new economy

33% of all academic research and 33% of all academic research and 
development in the U.S. happens in the development in the U.S. happens in the 
Great Lakes regionGreat Lakes region
30% of all industry R&D performed in 30% of all industry R&D performed in 
the U.S. happens in the Great Lakes the U.S. happens in the Great Lakes 
regionregion
Strong history of manufacturing and  Strong history of manufacturing and  
technological specializationstechnological specializations
Strong history of academic and industry Strong history of academic and industry 
collaborationcollaboration

ClevelandCleveland’’s Strengthss Strengths

Source: Brookings Policy Brief, June 2010
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ClevelandCleveland’’s Strengthss Strengths
Cleveland HealthCleveland Health--Tech CorridorTech Corridor

Announced June 3Announced June 3
Home to more than 75 biomedical Home to more than 75 biomedical 
companies, 45 technology companies, 7 companies, 45 technology companies, 7 
business incubators, 4 worldbusiness incubators, 4 world--class class 
healthcare and research systems healthcare and research systems 
including the Cleveland Clinic and including the Cleveland Clinic and 
University Hospitals, and 3 higher University Hospitals, and 3 higher 
education institutions.education institutions.
Builds on more than $2.9 billion in Builds on more than $2.9 billion in 
investments made throughout the investments made throughout the 
HealthHealth--Tech Corridor, and leverages a Tech Corridor, and leverages a 
$200 million rapid transportation $200 million rapid transportation 
projectproject——the RTA the RTA HealthLineHealthLine

Source:  www.healthtechcorridor.com
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ClevelandCleveland’’s Strengthss Strengths
•• BiotechnologyBiotechnology

•• ““Cleveland's biomedical industry now outpaces Cleveland's biomedical industry now outpaces 
the nation's at 7.4% annual growth, bringing with the nation's at 7.4% annual growth, bringing with 
it 20,000 related jobs.it 20,000 related jobs.””1

•• CleantechCleantech
•• The Cleantech supply chain is currently a $12.5 The Cleantech supply chain is currently a $12.5 

billion industry in Northeast Ohio.billion industry in Northeast Ohio.
•• 7.5% of our economy today 7.5% of our economy today 
•• 36% of all manufacturing in the region is in 36% of all manufacturing in the region is in 

CleantechCleantech
•• This sector is projected to grow more than 20% This sector is projected to grow more than 20% 

by 2015.by 2015.

1. www.fastcompany.com, May 1, 2010
2. Cleveland Plus Economic Review, May 2010
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ClevelandCleveland’’s Strengthss Strengths
Sustainable Cleveland 2019Sustainable Cleveland 2019
Focused on building an economic Focused on building an economic 
engine that encourages investment engine that encourages investment 
in green industries and sustainable in green industries and sustainable 
business practices in all industriesbusiness practices in all industries

Formed the Sustainable Cleveland 2019 Formed the Sustainable Cleveland 2019 
Advisory CouncilAdvisory Council
Developing a Strategic Plan Developing a Strategic Plan 
Next Summit:  September 2010Next Summit:  September 2010
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SelfSelf--help + new business help + new business 
model + sustainabilitymodel + sustainability

This threeThis three--pronged approach will work pronged approach will work 
together to build Clevelandtogether to build Cleveland’’s futures future

SelfSelf--help:  help:  
Keep more of our money in our local economy to Keep more of our money in our local economy to 
support existing local businessessupport existing local businesses

New business model:  New business model:  
Leverage purchasing power to attract new Leverage purchasing power to attract new 
investmentinvestment
Create jobs and careers locallyCreate jobs and careers locally
Bring company headquarters to ClevelandBring company headquarters to Cleveland
Create economic clustersCreate economic clusters

Sustainability: Sustainability: 
Create an economy that will last and is less Create an economy that will last and is less 
vulnerable to the changes in the global economyvulnerable to the changes in the global economy
Create stronger businesses through sustainable Create stronger businesses through sustainable 
business practicesbusiness practices
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Creating this economic Creating this economic 
transformationtransformation

Requires the public and private Requires the public and private 
sectors to make decisions and sectors to make decisions and 
take actions that provide benefit take actions that provide benefit 
to the city, to businesses and to to the city, to businesses and to 
the community. the community. 
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If we do all of thisIf we do all of this……

If we accomplish the vision I If we accomplish the vision I 
have laid out for a transformed have laid out for a transformed 
economyeconomy

If we create a selfIf we create a self--help economyhelp economy
If we adopt a new business modelIf we adopt a new business model
If we build a sustainable economy If we build a sustainable economy 
by 2019by 2019
If we attract investment and create If we attract investment and create 
jobsjobs
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We will still failWe will still fail……

If we do not transform how we If we do not transform how we 
educate our childreneducate our children
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Transforming ClevelandTransforming Cleveland’’s s 
educational modeleducational model

Our goal:  Build a comprehensive Our goal:  Build a comprehensive 
educational system that creates educational system that creates 
educational excellence for every child and educational excellence for every child and 
becomes an international model for becomes an international model for 
educational success.educational success.
We should be known around the world for We should be known around the world for 
education like we are for our other great education like we are for our other great 
assets:assets:

The Cleveland OrchestraThe Cleveland Orchestra
Health care industry andHealth care industry and
The Rock HallThe Rock Hall

……to name a few.to name a few.
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Why?Why?

Our competition in education is Our competition in education is 
not local or even national not local or even national -- our our 
competition is global. competition is global. 
Our students need to be globally Our students need to be globally 
competitive in order for them to competitive in order for them to 
succeed and for our new succeed and for our new 
economy to be sustainable.economy to be sustainable.
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Transforming EducationTransforming Education
We have an opportunity to We have an opportunity to 
transform how we educate our transform how we educate our 
children right now.children right now.

The crisis in education is no different The crisis in education is no different 
than the crisis in our economy than the crisis in our economy –– both both 
provide opportunities to change the provide opportunities to change the 
future.future.
The Cleveland Metropolitan School The Cleveland Metropolitan School 
DistrictDistrict’’s Transformation Plan is s Transformation Plan is 
underway.underway.
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Transforming EducationTransforming Education

The Cleveland Metropolitan The Cleveland Metropolitan 
School DistrictSchool District’’s Transformation s Transformation 
Plan is underway:Plan is underway:

Includes smarter use of human Includes smarter use of human 
resources and school facilitiesresources and school facilities
Builds on successes of innovative Builds on successes of innovative 
schoolsschools
Demands accountability from Demands accountability from 
students, teachers, parents, staff students, teachers, parents, staff 
and our community.and our community.
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But we need to do moreBut we need to do more

If we are going to have If we are going to have 
educational excellence, and educational excellence, and 
become globally competitive, become globally competitive, 
then we must make systemic then we must make systemic 
changes in how we educate our changes in how we educate our 
children beyond Clevelandchildren beyond Cleveland’’s s 
public schools.  public schools.  
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Transforming education for every Transforming education for every 
child in the regionchild in the region

Support the Cleveland schoolsSupport the Cleveland schools’’
transformation plantransformation plan
Embrace all educational systems Embrace all educational systems ––
whether public or private, from prewhether public or private, from pre--school school 
through college to better educate every through college to better educate every 
child and help them compete globallychild and help them compete globally

Share costs and revenueShare costs and revenue
Have common academic standards for Have common academic standards for 
achievement and measurementachievement and measurement
Create better relationships between the various Create better relationships between the various 
systemssystems
Create partnerships that help children move Create partnerships that help children move 
successfully from presuccessfully from pre--K through high school and K through high school and 
on to college.on to college.
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A transformed educational system willA transformed educational system will

Support longSupport long--term economic term economic 
growth and stabilitygrowth and stability
Capitalize on the changing Capitalize on the changing 
global economyglobal economy
Help stabilize and grow our Help stabilize and grow our 
populationpopulation
Encourage immigration to Encourage immigration to 
Cleveland from around the Cleveland from around the 
country and around the worldcountry and around the world




